SPORT SERIES - Where Ingenuity mates with Simplicity to achieve Perfection

W30 2,5mm

W30 FULLSUIT
Waterproof takes the step into an exciting venture with the
new Sport Series and introduces a stunning 2.5 mm fullsuit.
Flatlocked seams, stretchy Microcell CR Neoprene and a
streamlined design gives the Diver an edge on the beach,
super comfort and mobility under water.
To keep the professional divers happy, the new W30 2.5 mm
fullsuit features a unique and clever gadget, the WPAD™.

Reinforced
shoulders

The WPAD™, or the Waterproof Personal
Accessory Dock, is an artfully constructed
docking station located on the right thigh
for a line of new accessories.
The suit has a size range from XXXS
to XXXL (depending on market)
The Sport Series is a full range
which includes: shorty, swimwear,
rashguard, undervest, hood,
gloves and socks.

Gender
design

High Quality
PK zipper
with Stainless
Steel Slider
Antislip
arm

WP
Accessories
Docking
system

Rubber
kneepads

Antislip
seat

W30 2,5mm
FEATURES AND DETAILS
WPAD

The new WP
Accessories Docking
system from Waterproof,
WPAD™ is a simple, yet
ingenious construction
where double hook and
loop fastener layers
provide rock solid anchor
hold of the Tech Pocket.

U30 UNDERVEST

2.0mm Superstretch
100% Microcell CR
Neoprene Undervest.
Flat stitched with bonded
Hi-Quality Nylon thread.
Works great with the
T30 Shorts.

WP TECH POCKET

This rugged Tech
Pocket is expandable
with two high quality
zippers and comes
with a Stainless Steel
D-Ring. The pocket
attach to the WPAD™
system.

R30 RASHGUARD

A great looking
Lycra/Spandex
Rashguard that gives
you protection from

protection from the sun.
Available in short and
long sleeve.

T30 SHORTS
AND TOP

1.5mm Neoprene Shorts
with anti-slip seat and
a great shape. The
ladies top is made from
superstretch neoprene
and equipped with YKK
front zipper.

G30 GLOVES

2.5mm Superstretch
glove, glued and
blindstitched with
heavy duty bonded
nylon thread.
Anti-slip palm.

W30 SHORTY
Based on the W30 2.5mm
Fullsuit, this Shorty offers

features. Full gender
H30 HOOD

Full cover Tropical
Hood in 2.0mm CR
stitched with bonded
threads and full panel
in the back of the neck.

S30 SOCKS

2.0mm Neoprene socks
with antislip sole and
heel. Made of 100%
Microcell CR Neoprene
bonded hi-quality nylon
thread.

range from XXXS to XXXL
(depending on market) will
all ages from young divers
starting out through to mature
fully grown divers.

